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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Oki Sato

Louis Poulsen NJP Mini LED Table
Lamp

The NJP Mini table lamp was designed by Nendo, a Japanese
design studio founded by Oki Sato in 2002. Nendo, meaning 'clay'
in Japanese, is a studio whose design technique is always 'form
follows function'. The combination of Japanese design and Louis
Poulsen's Scandinavian roots create a perfect fusion of simple
design and functionality. This is clear within the sleek and modern
design of the Louis Poulsen NJP Mini table lamp. The iconic
shade emits a softly diffused downward directed light from the
integrated LED light source concealed within the shade. The
design of the NJP shade also features an opening at the back
that allows for a delicate hint of light, adding to the overall
simplicity and beauty of the design. To add adjustability, this
shade is able to tilt and rotate, allowing you to perfectly direct the
light as you please.

The adjustability does not end here, the arm is also able to rotate
a total of 342 degrees around the base making this an ideal task
light for those busy desks or calming reading nooks. This Louis
Poulsen table lamp can be as bright or as ambient as you like,
with an integrated dimmer switch located on the shade, it has
never been so easy to alter the atmosphere with a click of a
button. However, to make it even easier, this LED table lamp is
also fitted with a timer function that will turn the NJP mini off
after either 4 or 8 hours. Paired with the energy-saving LED light
source, this makes the NJP table lamp highly efficient and
environmentally friendly.

Available in a selection of Scandinavian-inspired finishes, The
Louis Poulsen NJP mini is the ideal addition to your windowsill,
bookcase, dresser, bedside table, or desk. Bring a designer touch
to your home office or use the dimmable light source to add a
soothing drop of ambiance to your bedside table.
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light Source: 10W, 2700K, 418 Lumens

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Integrated dimmer on the product.

Dimensions: Base Width: 16cm
Height: 41.5cm
Shade: Ø12.1cm
Cable Length: 250cm
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